Based on data entered for the stormwater bed specifications (product line,
maximum bed width, and needed system capacity in cubic feet of water), the
calculator creates a list of the number of chambers, details of the bed, and
total materials list.

A stylized cross section of the chamber design embedded in stone gives a
visual cue as to alternative depths of stone.

nent materials for the project based
on calculations from user-entered
information.
Carolan entered a series of site
specifications to show the calculator’s operation. She chose a configuration that included one header
unit because the design was for a
retention system instead of a
detention system.
She chose a workable bed depth
of 10 feet. Workable bed depth
reflects the limitations of the land
itself, such as bedrock or a high
groundwater table that may limit
how far down the bed can be
installed. Each product line has
minimum requirements for workable bed depth, and a bubble dialogue offered a general reminder
on minimum workable bed depth
information for the CULTEC product lines.
To show what happens when

the user enters specifications outside the minimum requirements
of the selected product, she
changed the workable bed depth
to 4 feet — too low for that particular chamber model. The materials
list fields, which are automatically
populated by the calculator, went
blank, indicating that the product
line was not suitable for the conditions. She changed the workable
bed depth back to the 10-foot
depth actually allowed by the site,
and the materials list fields automatically repopulated.
Because the chambers are normally embedded in uniformly-sized
stone that allows for additional
stormwater capacity, Carolan also
chose a desired stone porosity —
in this case 40 percent, which she
explained is the standard porosity
used in such designs. She also
elected to have a 6-inch depth of

stone above and below each chamber. More stone depth above a
chamber allows for greater storage volume in the bed.
After she selected a maximum
bed width of 40 feet and a volume
of water to be contained of 10,000
cubic feet, the StormGenie spreadsheet populated fields showing
dimension specifications for each
chamber, the details of the total
bed and the total materials list.
“The actual bed width specified
will always be below the maximum
bed width you enter,” Carolan
explained.
Fields indicated the volume of
water to be contained in each
chamber by itself (bare chamber
volume) and when combined with
the stone surrounding the chamber (installed chamber volume).
A graphic feature allows the user
to visualize how the chamber’s position and other specifications of
the unit bed will change depending on the depth of stone. When
Carolan changed the stone depth,
a stylized cross section image of
the design reflected the adjustment. The installed chamber volume also changed accordingly.
The calculator also showed a
table that specified how storage
was allocated among the chambers, the stone and connectors in
the system. Hyperlinks below that
take the user to downloadable

PDF and CAD files for each individual CULTEC drainage product
or product line. That feature
allows the designer to attach those
files to the final plan, Carolan
explained, although a live Internet connection is required.
The entire series of tables,
sub-tables and other information
fields produced by the calculator
appear in a single comprehensive
screen view, so each item can be
easily found by scrolling up or
down rather than having to open
different windows or pages.
Having shown the details of
the calculator program, Carolan
changed some of the inputs to
reflect a simple bed design for a
single-family home site. For this
design, the bed was to be located
under a patio and could be no
wider than 16 feet and would have
to accommodate a total volume of
1,000 cubic feet of stormwater.
Once those and other specifications were changed, the calculator
generated a new basic array and
materials list, creating a bed plan
that was three chambers wide by
four chambers long — dictated by
the combination of the product
line chosen and the depth, width
and desired volume for the system. She saved the completed data
sheet as an Excel file that would
become a template for StormGenie in AutoCAD.

A table shows how storage is allocated among the chambers, the stone,
and the system connectors when a particular stormwater bed is designed.
Hyperlinks below that take the user to downloadable PDF and CAD files for
each individual CULTEC drainage product or product line.
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